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Summary. This paper deals with the numerical modelling of cracks in the dynamic case using X-FEM. More precisely, we are interested in explicit algorithms. We prove that by using a specific lumping technique, the critical time step is exactly the same as if no crack were present. This somewhat improves a previous result for which the critical time step was reduced by a factor of square root of 2 from the case with no crack. The new lumping technique is obtained by using a lumping strategy initially developped to handle elements containing voids. To be precise the results obtained are only valid when the crack is only modeled by the Heaviside enrichment. Note also that the resulting lumped matrix is block diagonal (blocks of size 2 by 2).
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1 Introduction The eXtended Finite Element Method (X-FEM) allows one to introduce a crack within an existing mesh without the need to modify the mesh. Discontinuous enrichments are introduced on elements cut by the crack using the partition of unity technique [2]. The enrichment is composed of a tip enrichment [4] and a Heaviside enrichment [11] away from the crack tip. Initially developped in the 2D setting, the method was then extended to 3D in [15]. At about the same time, two level sets were introduced to conveniently store the crack as two finite element fields [16, 8]. This level set representation of cracks was also found to be extremely convenient to handle crack growth [8] (without any remeshing). The implementation of the X-FEM requires some enhancements of the regular FEM implementation:
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A specific integration scheme on enriched elements must be used [11, 3]; The number of degrees of freedom per element depends on the location of the element with respect to the crack. The use of an objected oriented language like C++ is quite convenient in dealing with the variable number of element degrees of freedom (in space and time as the crack is growing); Conditioning issue are raised when many layers of elements are enriched around the crack tip (a pre-conditioning technique for this event is provided in [3]).



When dynamic loadings are applied, additional issues must be addressed for the X-FEM to work properly. For transient analysis, one usually distinguishes between implicit and explicit algorithms. The standard Newmark implicit approach is known to be unconditionally stable in the finite element context for stationary cracks. As cracks are growing and remeshing is used, stability may be obtained provided that the energy release rate at the crack tip is properly computed [13]. A nice thing about the extended finite element method is that the mesh is held fixed as the crack is growing. The number of degrees of freedom is however growing during the computation. The stability of X-FEM with implicit algorithms was studied in [12] and with explicit algorithms in [10]. The latter paper introduces a√ special lumping technique leading to a critical time step smaller (factor 1/ 2) than the one in the FEM case. We shall in this paper introduce a new lumping technique allowing one to use the same critical time step as in FEM (considering only Heaviside enrichment). The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the critical time step is theoretically studied with two different lumping techniques for simple elements (one-dimensional, triangular and tetrahedral elements). Section 3 is dedicated to numerical experiments.



2 Explicit dynamics for X-FEM It is well known that the critical time step of an explicit integration scheme for dynamics may be estimated by computing the minimum value of the critical time step for all elements in the mesh taken separately. Moreover, the estimate is an upper bound for the exact critical time step. This result was obtained in [6] as an extension of a theorem first given by Rayleigh. The paragraph above remains valid if the approximation is obtained through the extended finite element method. We can thus concentrate on a single cracked element. 2.1 1D bar element The shape functions We start by a 1D cracked element shown in figure 1. The length of the element is L, its density ρ, its section S and its Young modulus E. The crack cuts
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the element into two sub-segments of size L and (1 − )L, respectively. Using the Heaviside enrichment [11], four approximation functions are defined over the element (figure 1): two classical and two enriched. We have assumed that the ”Heaviside” type enrichment function is +1 on the left side of the bar and −1 on the right side. Equivalently, the four functions shown in figure 2 may be used. The latter base is in the spirit of Hansbo and Hansbo [9]. The equivalence of the basis depicted in figures 1 and 2 was proven in [1]. The basis functions are related by:         f1 f1 1 1 0 0 fI  fI 0   1 −1 0 0   f10   f10          (1)  fII  =  0 0 1 1  .  f2  = P.  f2  f20 f20 fII 0 0 0 −1 1



fI



εL



fII



fI’



fII’



(1−ε )L



Fig. 1. Classical (fI , fII ) and enriched (fI 0 , fII 0 ) approximation functions on a cracked 1D element.



f2



f1



f1’



f2’ εL



(1−ε )L



Fig. 2. Truncated function basis for a 1D cracked element (shadow node version). This basis is equivalent to the one depicted in figure 1.



Using the approximation functions depicted in figure 1, an approximated field u on the 1D element reads: u = uI fI + uI 0 fI 0 + uII fII + uII 0 fII 0



(2)



Alternatively, one can use the equivalent basis depicted in figure 2. The approximation reads with this basis: u = u1 f1 + u10 f10 + u2 f2 + u20 f20



(3)
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Using the link (1), the degrees of freedom of the approximations are related by:         uI uI 1 1 0 0 u1    u10   1 −1 0 0   uI 0  T  uI 0        (4)  u2  =  0 0 1 −1  .  uII  = P .  uII  uII 0 uII 0 u20 0 0 1 1 It can be noticed that the basis functions used in figure 2 are as if the two sub-segments were completely independent. The approximation on the left segment is as if the right one was void and conversely. On each sub-segment the approximation is exactly the one used to model voids with non-matching meshes as described in [7]. It is thus tempting to use the lumping strategy developped in [14] for voids leading to a criticalptime step independent of  and of value h/c where c is the wave speed c = E/ρ, i.e. the same critical time step as for a regular element. The mass and stiffness matrix Following [14], the lumped mass matrix is in our case:    0 0 0  ρSL  0 1 −  0 0 M1,10 ,2,20 =   0 0 1 −  0 2 0 0 0  And the stiffness matrix is written as (see [10]):    0 0 −  ES   0 1− −1 0  K1,10 ,2,20 =  0 −1 1− 0  L − 0 0 



(5)



(6)



The mass and stiffness matrices determine the critical time step of the element. The critical time step For an explicit scheme, the critical time step is computed as 2/ωmax where ωmax is linked to the maximum eigenvalue of the generalized system:  det K1,10 ,2,20 − ω 2 M1,10 ,2,20 = 0 (7) Thus we obtain in our case 2



2



2 (1 − ) α2 (α − 2) = 0 where α=



ω 2 ρSL2 2ES



(8) (9)
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q So the biggest value for ω is when α is 2: ωmax = L2 Eρ . So the critical time p step is: L Eρ , which exactly corresponds to the critical time step of the finite element problem. The results obtained here seem really interesting: the critical time step of a one-dimensional enriched element is exactly the same as the one of a standard element. Moreover this result does not depend on the shape functions basis used: (1, 10 , 2, 20 ) or (I, I 0 , II, II 0 ). The proof is det(K1,10 ,2,20 − ω 2 M1,10 ,2,20 ) = det(PT KI,I 0 ,II,II 0 P − ω 2 PT MI,I 0 ,II,II 0 P) = det(PT (KI,I 0 ,II,II 0 − ω 2 MI,I 0 ,II,II 0 )P) = det(KI,I 0 ,II,II 0 − ω 2 MI,I 0 ,II,II 0 )



(10)



where matrix P is defined in equation (11). So going back to the X-FEM basis functions, we apply to the mass matrix above the transformation  T  1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0  1 −1 0 0   1 −1 0 0     =  0 0 1 −1  .M1,10 ,2,20 .  0 0 1 −1  0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1   1 2 − 1 0 0 ρSL  0 0    2 − 1 1 =  0 0 1 2 − 1  2 0 0 2 − 1 1 



MI,I 0 ,II,II 0



(11)



(12)



We did obtain a block diagonal mass matrix. The blocks being of size 2. Finally, had we decided that node 1 was on the negative side of the ”Heaviside”, the results would have been different. The results would have been the one obtained by replacing  by 1− in (12). The result (12) is thus valid whatever the choice of sign for the Heaviside, provided that  is always defined as the matter fraction on the positive Heaviside side. Kinetic energy conservation In this part we check that the lumping techniques conserve the kinetic energy for 2 rigid modes. In the classical finite element setting, the sum of the entries in a mass matrix is always equal to the total mass. The reason for this is that if all degrees of freedom are set to one, we obtain a rigid translation mode. In the X-FEM case, the sum of the entries of the matrix is not equal to the total mass because setting to 1 all degrees does not give a rigid mode. However if we sum the entries corresponding to a rigid mode (firt and third line and column) we recover the total mass. Let us consider a one-dimensional element with two nodes. Each node has ordinary degrees of freedom corresponding to the shape functions N1 and N2 and additional degrees of freedom corresponding
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to the enriched function H. The fraction ratio of this element is  ∈ [0, 1]. First we consider a rigid motion at speed V (as if there was no crack). The exact kinetic energy is: 1 (13) Ec = mV 2 2 where m = ρSL is the mass of the element, S its section, L its length and ρ its density. And the discretized corresponding to this motion is described by the vector (in the Hansbo basis (1, 10 , 2, 20 ) as shown in figure 2):  T [U ] = V V V V



(14)



So the discretized kinetic energy reads: 1m 1 [U ].M1,10 ,2,20 .[U ] = ( + 1 −  + 1 −  + ) V 2 2 2 2 1 = mV 2 = Ec 2



Edis =



(15)



Let us now consider the rigid motions of a cut element whose parts move away at speed V . The discretized speed vector is:  T [U ] = V −V −V V (16) And the discretized kinetic energy can be written as:  1m 1 [U ].M1,10 ,2,20 .[U ] = V 2 + (1 − )(−V )2 + (1 − )(−V )2 + V 2 2 2 2 1 2 = mV = Ec (17) 2



Edis =



The other lumped mass matrix has already been verified as well in [10]. Let us now consider a more complex case. The figure 3 presents a bar composed of three elements; the middle one is enriched. Each element has a length L, its Young modulus is E, its section S and its density ρ. The position of the discontinuity in the middle element is at (1 + )L far from the left node of the 3-elements structure. The length of the bar is l = 3L, and the mass is m = ρSl. Here we check the conservation of kinetic energy for the bar. The figure 4 presents the X-FEM shape functions: 4 standard and 2 enriched functions.



1



2 L, E, S, ρ



3



εL



Fig. 3. A 3-elements structure cut by a crack.
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Fig. 4. Standard shape functions for the 3 elements mesh: N1 , N2 , HN2 , N3 , HN3 and N4 .



The discrete displacement space is of size 6:  T [U ]diag = u1 u2 a2 u3 a3 u4



(18)



and the approximate displacement is U (M, t) = u1 .N1 (M ) + u2 .N2 (M ) + a2 .H(M ).N2 (M ) + u3 .N3 (M ) +a3 .H(M ).N3 (M ) + u4 .N4 (M )



(19)



The diagonal mass matrix [10] for the whole structure is the following: (with l = 3L)   100000 0 2 0 0 0 0    ρSL  0 0 2 0 0 0 (20) Mdiag =  2 0 0 0 2 0 0  0 0 0 0 2 0 000001 And the block diagonal mass matrix [14] is:   1 0 0 0 0 0  0 2 2 − 1 0 0 0    ρSL  0 2 − 1 2 0 0 0  Mblock−diag = 0 2 2 − 1 0  2  0 0  0 0 0 2 − 1 2 0  0 0 0 0 0 1



(21)



Mdiag is the diagonal mass matrix obtained with the technique developped in [10], and Mblock−diag the block diagonal mass matrix obtained in [14]. As in the last paragraph let us consider two rigid motions.
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Motion 1: rigid body at speed V . The speed vector is:  T [v1 ] = V V 0 V 0 V



(22)



The discretized energy is evaluated by 21 [v1 ]T .M.[v1 ] Ecdiag motion−1 =



1 1 [v1 ]T .Mdiag .[v1 ] = ρSlV 2 = Ecexact motion−1 2 2



(23)



1 1 [v1 ]T .Mblock−diag .[v1 ] = ρSlV 2 = Ecexact (24) motion−1 2 2 Motion 2: rigid body left part at speed −V , and right part at speed V . So the speed vector is written as: Ecblock−diag motion−1 =



 T [v2 ] = −V 0 −V 0 −V V



(25)



The discretized energy is evaluated by: 21 [v2 ]T .M.[v2 ] for both mass matrix: Ecdiag motion−2 =



1 1 [v2 ]T .Mdiag .[v2 ] = ρSlV 2 = Ecexact motion−2 2 2



(26)



1 1 [v2 ]T .Mblock−diag .[v2 ] = ρSlV 2 = Ecexact (27) motion−2 2 2 We have to notice that the two lumped mass matrix allow to conserve the kinetic energy for both rigid body motions. Ecblock−diag motion−2 =



Conclusion To conclude on the one-dimensional case, the lumping technique developped in [14] allows one to obtain the same critical time step for an enriched element than for a standard element. This result improves the technique explained in √ [10] which was only 2 smaller than standard one. However the cost here to obtain a better result is in the mass matrix which depends on the fraction ratio, whereas mass matrix in [10] was simply diagonal constant. In addition, we showed that these two lumping techniques allow to conserve kinetic energy for rigid motions. Now the use of each technique can be motivated by different reasons: the use of block diagonal matrix will be preferable except for pure explicit codes which does not own matrix (as LS DYNA, RADIOSS, EUROPLEXUS). For these codes, a constant diagonal mass matrix will be enough unless they were able to store 2 by 2 matrices for each enriched node. 2.2 2D element: Triangular element We now move to 2D elements, we shall see that the mass matrix keeps exactly the same topology as in (12). Consider a triangular element depicted in figure
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5. As in the 1D case, we use roman indices to denote the classical shape functions and the roman prime indices to denote the enriched shape function. The arabic indices denote the truncated shape functions. For instance, the function f1 is equal to the classical shape function fI on the sub-triangle containing node 1 and is zero on the other sub-triangle. Finally the prime arabic indices indicate the ”complementary” truncated functions. For instance, f10 is such that f1 + f10 = fI . The truncated and enriched basis functions are related by fI = f1 + f10



(28)



fI 0 = H(xI ) (f1 − f10 )



(29)



fII = f2 + f



(30)



fII 0 = H(xII ) (f2 − f20 )



(31)



fIII = f3 + f30



(32)



fIII 0 = H(xIII ) (f3 − f30 )



(33)



20



where H(.) indicates the sign of the Heaviside at the corresponding node. The mass matrix in the truncated base reads    0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −  0 0 0 0   ρS  0 0 1 −  0 0 0   (34) M1,10 ,2,20 ,3,30 = 0  0 0 3   0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −  0 0 0 0 0 0  Applying the proper transformation, based on (28-33), we obtain the following mass matrix for the enriched basis:  1 2 − 1 0 0 0 0  2 − 1 1 0 0 0 0     ρS  0 0 1 2 − 1 0 0   (35) = 0 2 − 1 1 0 0  3    0  0 0 0 0 1 2 − 1  0 0 0 0 2 − 1 1 



MI,I 0 ,II,II 0 ,III,III 0



We have assumed that the material fraction  is computed on the positive side of the Heaviside. Otherwise,  must be replaced by 1 − . The obtained mass matrix is basically the same as in the 1D case. For 3D elements, the 2 x 2 block diagonal matrix will not change except for the factor in front of the matrix which will be the element volume divided by the number of nodes of the element. The results for a triangular element is presented in the figure 6. The figure 6 presents the critical time step normalized by the Finite Element critical time step obtained with a lumped mass matrix. The two results are for the
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εS II,2 (1− ε )S



III,3



Fig. 5. A triangular element of area S cut by a crack. The fraction ratio is denoted . Critical time step in function of crack position for a triangular element



Normalized critical time step (Dtc0=.5638235696s)
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Fig. 6. Normalized critical time step for a triangular element in function of the position of the crack as explained in Figure 5.



two different lumping techniques which use a diagonal mass matrix [10], and a block diagonal mass matrix [14], respectively. It underlines the fact that the critical time step of the enriched triangular element is the same than the one of the triangular finite element, whatever the position of the crack in the element. Hence the result is similar to the one-dimensional case. Moreover the figure 6 shows that the critical time step for the diagonal case is quite smaller than for the block-diagonal case. Finally, note that the block-diagonal 2 × 2 matrix is not the same for all the enriched nodes. It depends on the crack path. To conclude, using a block diagonal mass matrix, one obtains the same critical time step than in the Finite Element case, so around twice the value of the critical time step obtained using constant diagonal mass matrix. The
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block diagonal mass matrix is composed of 2 by 2 matrices each of which depends on the fraction ratios  of the elements around the considered nodes. 2.3 3D element: Tetrahedral element The figure 7 presents a tetrahedral element cut by a crack. The figure 8 I,1



εV



(1−ε )V



II,2



IV,4 III,3



Fig. 7. Three dimensional tetrahedral element of volume V cut by a crack.  is the fraction ratio on the positive side of the Heaviside function.



Critical time step in function of crack position for a tetrahedral element



Normalized critical time step (Dtc0=.4071451152s)



1.05



Normalized Dtc X-FEM: diagonal mass Normalized Dtc X-FEM: block-diagonal mass
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Fig. 8. Normalized critical time step for a tetrahedral element in function of the position of the crack as explained in Figure 7.
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presents the critical time step normalized by the Finite Element critical time step obtained with a lumped mass matrix. The two results are for the two different lumping techniques which use a diagonal mass matrix [10], and a block diagonal mass matrix [14], respectively. For this 3D element, the critical time step obtained with a block diagonal mass matrix is exactly the same as the one of the non-enriched Finite Element. So the results for the three dimensions studied in this paper are similar: onedimensional linear element, triangular element and tetrahedral element allows one to obtain a X-FEM critical time step equal to the FEM critical time step. 2.4 Results analysis In this section, we take a deeper look at the reasons why we can obtain the same critical time step than for the Finite Element case. Using the Hansbo basis for an enriched element, we have for a 1D element (as it is shown on figure 2) Z Z  1 L ∂f1 (x) dx = dX =  L 0 ∂x 0 Z L Z  ∂f10 (x) 1 dx = dX =  (36) L 0 ∂x 0 Z Z 1 1 L ∂f2 (x) dx = dX = 1 −  L 0 ∂x  Z Z 1 1 L ∂f20 (x) dx = dX = 1 −  L 0 ∂x  Thus the X-FEM stiffness matrix is proportional to the FEM stiffness matrix on each side of the discontinuity.    − 0 0   ES  KF EM O −  0 0    = (37) K1,20 ,10 ,2 = O (1 − )KF EM L  0 0 1 −   − 1 0 0 −1 1− where KF EM is described in the appendix. The same may be said for the lumped mass matrix written in equation (5). The fact that both stiffness and mass matrices are proportional to the FEM on each side of the discontinuity explains why the X-FEM critical time step is the same as the FEM one. For the three simple elements we studied, the standard shape functions were linear in space, and written as the following functions Φk (where k ∈ {1...nnodes }, nnodes is the number of nodes in the element): Φk (x, y, z) = I0 + I1 .x + I2 .y + I3 .z



(38)



So the gradient of the shape functions are constant as it was explained in equation (36). This is why the X-FEM stiffness matrix is linked to the Finite Element one.
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Note that this is not the case for a quadrangular element because the shape functions are not linear: Φk (x, y) = I0 + I1 .x + I2 .y + I3 .x.y



(39)



We can sum up the results in table 1 which presents the normalized critical time step for the 3 studied elements: one-dimensional linear, triangular and tetrahedral elements, with the two lumping techniques. EM ∆tXF c EM lump normalized by ∆tF c M standard M lumped M block-diagonal M diagonal 1D 0.577 1 1 > 0, 707 Triangular 0, 2819 0, 5638 1 > 0, 707 Tetrahedral 0, 1919 0, 4071 1 > 0, 707



Element



EM ∆tF c



Table 1. Table presenting critical time steps for different elements: standard and enriched (Young’s modulus E = 1, length L = 1, density ρ = 1, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0, 3).



3 Numerical applications The compact compression specimen (CCS) problem is described schematically in figure 9. The material properties are those of PMMA: E = 5.76 GP a, ν = 0.42, ρ = 1, 180kgm−3 . The force P1 (t) is due to an impact at velocity V0 = 20ms−1 . The CCS is assumed to be linear elastic. Although the CCS geometry is symmetrical, the deformation and, therefore, the crack’s path is not. This is due to the non-symmetric loading and boundary conditions. We carry the computations with the two methods: first using a block diagonal mass matrix and a time step close to the corresponding critical time step of this method, and second the technique using a diagonal mass matrix with its corresponding critical time step. For both the results agree with the experiments [17, 18]: crack path and velocity of crack tip. Figure 10 shows the final deformed shape. The technique with the diagonal mass matrix is interesting because it does not require inversion of 2 by 2 matrices at the enriched nodes. On the other hand, the technique with the diagonal mass leads to a time step quite smaller. The time step of the block diagonal method (bigger than the other one) largely allows to compensate the time used for the inversion of the block diagonal mass matrix. This fact is even more obvious as the non linearities appear as more time is spend in the computation of the internal forces.
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60mm a



initial crack



35mm



70mm



crack path



P1 (t) (16.5mm) 20mm Fig. 9. Modeling of the CCS: boundary conditions and geometry (specimen thickness: 16.5mm)



Fig. 10. Deformed mesh (with triangular elements).



4 Conclusion In this paper, we introduced a new lumping technique for the mass matrices of meshes enriched with Heaviside functions with the X-FEM. This lumping technique yields the same critical time step at the element level than the one for non enriched elements. The lumped mass matrix is not strictly diagonal but rather block diagonal. A 2 by 2 matrix needs to be stored at each enriched node. This additional storage provides a better critical time step than the
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one obtained using a true diagonal mass matrix. Numerical experiments did demonstrate the robustness and stability of the approach.



Appendix: One-dimensional Finite Element problem For the 1D Finite Element problem, the consistent mass matrix, the lumped mass matrix and the stiffness matrix are:       ρSL 2 1 ρSL 1 0 ES 1 −1 lumped MF EM = MF EM = KF EM = 12 01 6 2 L −1 1 √ p So the corresponding stable time step is: ∆tlumped = L Eρ = 3∆tconsistent c c
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